Gary Kushner Introduction

Ladies and gentlemen, it is now my privilege to introduce you to a man who gives the word “foodie” new meaning...

He is a widely respected attorney, who has represented the food industry internationally for more than 40 years, advising companies and national trade associations on the impact of Federal regulations on food manufacturing and distribution from farm to table....

He is a visionary Jewish National Fund leader, who hosted a JNF water summit in Washington D.C., where more than 200 people learned about how Israel is creating technology that can mitigate the coming global water crisis...

And he is a passionate advocate for Israel, who served as Chair of Lawyers for Israel, and is now President of JNF’s Washington D.C. Board, a Co-Chair of the General Campaign in D.C., Chair of JNF’s Task Force on Disabilities, Chair of the Aleh Negev Global Board of Governors, and is a former JNF Makor member.

Ladies and gentleman, please welcome Gary Kushner.